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E D I T O R  I N  C H I E F
After over a year of battling in 
court, former Longwood student Gus 
Altschuler was found ‘Not Guilty’ 
in Prince Edward County Circuit 
Court. It took the 12-person jury, 
which included 11 women, roughly 
45 minutes to deliver a decision, 
bringing the two-day trial to a close.
“he jury is the irst time I’ve been 
given a fair shake since the beginning,” 
said Altschuler, moments after the 
decision was announced. “I felt like I 
was guilty until proven innocent.”
Altschuler was arrested and charged 
with felonies of rape and abduction 
with the intent to deile  a female 
Longwood student on Feb. 23, 2014. 
he abduction charge was dismissed 
by Presiding Judge Hon. Kimberley 
S. White at the request of Altschuler’s 
defense attorneys after the irst day of 
trial. hat would end up setting the 
tone for Altschuler’s own testimony 
this morning.
—continued on page 4
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Altschuler: Not Guilty
Gus Altschuler leaves the courthouse with atorney Claire Cardwell ater being found not guilty.
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New Provost Announced
All are welcome to attend the general meetings held in the 
Amelia room of the Student Union on Wednesdays at 6:30 p.m..
B Y  B R I A N A  A D H I K U S U M A
N E W S  S T A F F
 Longwood University 
announced Joan Nef as the 
new university provost and vice 
president for academic afairs. 
Nef will be succeeding Ken 
Perkins, who announced his 
resignation at the beginning 
of the academic year. Nef will 
oicially step into the position 
after the end of this semester.
      “he remarkable quality of our 
applicant pool is a tremendous 
testament to Longwood and 
our momentum here. But as 
I have gotten to know Joan, 
she has stood out, and deeply 
impressed me as someone with 
the values, vision and experience 
to lead the academic enterprise 
at Longwood, building on the 
great work of Ken Perkins,” 
Reveley said. “What Joan 
has helped Richmond to 
accomplish is remarkable, and 
her enthusiasm for Longwood 
and its public mission is palpable 
and invigorating.”
     Nef will be coming from the 
University of Richmond, where 
she served as an associate provost 
since 2009. She has spent more 
than 30 years with the university 
as a professor, department chair 
and associate provost, and 
“has played an instrumental 
role in that institution’s ascent 
from regional, to national 
prominence.”
    he national search for a new 
provost brought in more than 
90 applications for the position. 
he search process was brought 
down to six inalists, who met 
with the search committee and 
President Reveley. 
  he search committee consisted 
of nine faculty members, and 
all six of Longwood’s academic 
deans, as well as representatives 
for students and staf, according 
to a Longwood issued Press 
Release. After the search 
committee met with the inal 
applicants, they chose three 
inalists to present to Reveley for 
the position. Reveley then spent 
more time with each applicant 
and spoke with the Board of 
Visitors before choosing a new 
provost.
  “My irst love, my irst 
commitment, has been teaching 
and working with students. 
I picked that up as a primary 
focus at Longwood,” Nef said. 
“Longwood is a place where you 
ind teaching on a human scale, 
while at the same time providing 
faculty and students with an 
opportunity to do research, and 
in very meaningful collaborative 
ways that larger institutions may 
not be able to accomplish.”
    Nef will oicially assume 
the position on July 1.
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  he phrases splashed across the 
entire left side of a Curry Hall 
bulletin board. Expressions most 
would consider hurtful—deep 
cutting terms that anyone would 
agree contain power—but the 
power of hate.
 “Blacks shouldn’t exist,” one 
stated. “I hate n***ers,” the 
bordering phrase proclaimed.
Discovered the Sunday after 
spring break by a freshman student, 
the malice-illed words were 
removed immediately, and then 
reported to campus authorities by 
the same student’s parent three 
days later. 
  Director of Residents Life and 
Residential and Commuter Life, 
Josh Blakely, gave details about 
when the crime occurred. “It 
was not on the board when we 
closed for spring break, and we 
learned it was on the board when 
students returned—so it deinitely 
happened during spring break.”
   Longwood Police immediately 
opened an investigation and 
classiied the two phrases as a hate 
crime because of their vandalizing 
nature and relation to an identity 
and class. 
If the incident transpired when 
the board was irst seen, it would 
have occurred the exact day a viral 
video was published involving 
University of Oklahoma fraternity 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon singing a 
racist chant. he video got national 
media attention and resulted in the 
fraternity being dismissed—the 
students directly involved were 
expelled.
  According to Director of 
Citizen Leadership and Social 
Justice Education Jonathan Page, 
the incident in Curry is the irst 
reported case of hate crime at 
Longwood this year. 
  Page and Blakely constructed a 
response email that was sent out 
to residents of Curry stating their 
disappointment and publicizing 
the fact that they planned to take 
action. 
 “It is with a sense of sadness and 
disappointment that we report 
to you a bias related incident that 
occurred in our very community,” 
the email said. “We, like you, take 
this matter very seriously, and this 
sort of behavior is not acceptable 
in our community and will not be 
tolerated.”
  Pages 13 and 14 of the 2014-2015 
Longwood student handbook say, 
“Any ofense motivated by bias will 
not be tolerated.” 
 It later clariies bias as, “Any 
ofense wherein the accused 
intentionally selects a target based 
on political ailiation, sexual 
orientation, gender, age, marital 
status or inclusion in any group 
protected by law.”
  
he “harassment, hazing and 
abusive behavior” policy found on 
page 84 of the handbook outlines 
sanctions related to bias. 
 “Bias-related incidents that 
fall under the deinitions of the 
Conduct Code as violence or abuse 
are charged as such through the 
University disciplinary system,” 
the policy says. “Students who 
are found responsible will, when 
appropriate, be given sanctions 
designed to educate them about 
intolerance.”
  According to the handbook, 
because of “legal/liability reasons” 
Longwood does not have speciic 
conduct code violations regarding 
speech codes or bias-related acts. 
  “here could be many diferent 
charges in this case,” said Blakely.
    If someone is found responsible, 
Blakely said it would at least get 
processed through the university’s 
disciplinary system, though legal 
action could be sought as well.
   he bulletin board had originally 
been assigned as a medium where 
students on the hall could speak 
out. Blakely said it was expected 
to be a safe place where students 
could express themselves.
 “hese things are going to 
happen,” said Longwood Dean 
of Students Larry Robertson. 
“he more important thing is for 
people to know how we are going 
to respond. When we know about 
it, we are going to do what we can 
do about it.”
  Page gave precedent to the 
situation, saying it isn’t any 
diferent from similar vandalism 
you would ind anywhere else.
   “If you see this type of graiti 
in a bathroom stall it’s just as 
egregious,” he compared.  “We 
tend to disregard graiti we see in 
a bathroom stall, but it’s the same. 
Because we allow it to exist and 
we don’t say anything it gives us 
license to ignore it when we see it 
elsewhere.”
  Blakely said that the key to 
moving forward is informing 
people in the community and 
having discussions about vital 
topics. 
   “he only way to combat negative 
speech [is] with positive speech,” 
Blakely said. “And education is 
a part of that. We’ve got to ramp 
this up so everyone knows they are 
included here and welcome here.” 
 “his stuf does happen at 
Longwood—it does happen in 
Farmville…we can’t continue to 
say it doesn’t happen here,” said 
Robertson. “We often think these 
things don’t happen in our back 
yards, and they do. It can be an eye 
opening experience to see [that] it 
does happen here.”
    If you have any information that 
would help with the investigation, 
call campus police 434-395-2091.
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Hate crime in Curry 
Racist remarks on freshman bulletin board
Sexual violence petitions grasp 1200 signatures
B Y  T R A V I S  L Y L E S
N E W S  E D I T O R
@TR AV I S LY L E SN EW S
  Within the last seven days, two petitions stemming from Longwood 
University’s decision to reinstate junior basketball player Jason Pimentel 
collected over 1200 combined signatures—equivalent to about one forth 
of the school’s enrollment.
  Pimentel was found guilty of a class 1 misdemeanor sexual battery 
charge on Feb. 2 in circuit court before appealing. He returned to the 
Lancers’ lineup less than two weeks later.
  he irst amendment of the constitution gives U.S. citizens the right 
to petition. An act used to express thoughts and feelings about any topic, 
gain support and attempt to sway change. 
  One petition, the more demanding one, acquired nearly 1000 signatures 
alone and requested Pimentel be “dismissed,” though it doesn’t detail 
what exactly from. 
   A second petition aimed at policy reform picked up around 300 names 
as of yesterday, and asked that the university implement a “zero tolerance 
policy” relating to convictions of sexual misconduct in a court of law and 
enrollment.
  “he diiculty with the situation here at hand is that it’s not a public 
record inside the institution,” said Vice President of Student Afairs 
Dr. Tim Pierson, speaking on Pimentel’s return, and the school’s 
disciplinary process. “People are making judgments on what they may 
‘think’ happened.”
   hough the petitions may have potency in combined numbers, it is very 
unlikely that the university will dismiss Pimentel after going through 
the process, sitting out then coming back, and it is impossible for policy 
to be changed immediately as it must go through proper channels.
   Pierson informed he Rotunda that any policy change comprises a 
multi-step process and is afected by a number of things. 
   “he sexual misconduct policy has changed quite a number of times,” 
said Pierson. “It’s inluenced by the federal government, the Department 
of Education, the state and more; there have been a lot of diferent 
inluences on that.”
     According to Pierson, any amendment that involves broad implications 
usually starts in a department before going to the university’s standards 
committee chaired by Jen Fraley, director of student conduct and 
integrity, and the university’s new Title IX Coordinator. 
 he standards committee involves faculty, staf and students who 
review the changes and make suggestions. 
  he policy change then goes to Pierson himself who evaluates it before 
sending it to the executive council, a group that includes each Vice 
President on Longwood’s campus. —continued on page 4
Breaking down policy reform at Longwood
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‘Not Guilty’
B Y  T R A V I S  L Y L E S
N E W S  E D I T O R
@TR AV I S LY L E SN EW S
he inal step is an analysis and 
examination from the Longwood 
University Board of Visitors, who 
discuss it before it becomes oicial 
policy.
hough speaking out might 
not have an immediate or major 
impact on the decision-making, 
Pierson believes it does have some 
inluence. 
“I would never underestimate 
the power of free speech, but it 
shouldn’t dictate a result either,” he 
said. 
“I think if you look at the civil 
rights movement when there was 
strong reaction to things—whether 
you call it a policy, whether you 
call it a procedure or when there 
is really strong reaction, it does 
inluence change.”
Pierson said he does expect the 
topic to be further looked at, but 
thinks the sexual conduct policy 
is sound. Speciic sanctions on the 
other hand could be revisited. 
“I think it is only reality that this 
kind of reaction would at least 
cause someone to pause and say 
‘what is this’ and be clear about 
that,” he said.  
“he procedures were followed in 
every circumstance. I think what 
people have questioned is certainly 
the decision for reinstatement 
and that’s within a department to 
be able to do that. I don’t know 
that the procedure in itself will 
be changed—those are solid,” he 
added.
Matthew McWilliams,  who 
is Longwood’s current director 
of Communications and Media 
Relations commented on the 
diverse reactions to the sexual 
conduct conversation taking place 
at the university. 
“Longwood is also a place that 
fosters and encourages informal 
discussions among students, 
faculty and staf on crucial 
issues,” he said. “As beitting 
an educational institution that 
inspires deep devotion and loyalty 
in so many, there has been robust 
conversation in this area, and it 
should continue.”
Moving forward there is no 
set timetable for oicial review, 
though it seems as if campus 
discussion won’t stop anytime in 
the near future.
—continued from page 3
Sexual violence petitions
—continued from front page
   he trial hung on comparisons between his story and that of the alleged 
victim as details of her initial police report faced signiicant scrutiny 
and cross examination. Speciically, her initial report to the Farmville 
Police Department described her being grabbed by the wrist, dragged 
up a light of stairs and into a room. In her court testimony Tuesday, the 
alleged victim stated she was “guided” up the stairs, but said she couldn’t 
recall how much force was used. A friend of Altschuler’s later testiied to 
witnessing seeing the two go upstairs together, holding hands.
   In court, Altschuler testiied to initially lying to police when arrested, 
then claiming he did not recognize the reported victim and, out of shock 
and fear of the charges, denied having any sexual intercourse with her. 
He testiied and later admitted to police that he did know her and they 
had consensual sex that night.
  Over the course of an intense trial, Altschuler’s defense team called 
attention to inconsistencies in the alleged victim’s reporting, as well as 
her behavior, including a recent conviction for falsifying a police report 
in a separate incident this past fall. 
  hat conviction played a critical role in the defense team’s closing 
argument, while prosecutors worked to convince the jury that any odd 
decisions made by the alleged victim were based on trauma she sufered.
   Families of both Altschuler and the reported victim were overcome 
with emotion when the jury’s decision was announced. Prince Edward 
County Assistant Commonwealth’s Attorneys Morgan Greer and 
Robert Bauer denied comment when leaving the courtroom.
   Representing Altschuler’s legal team, attorney Claire Cardwell of 
Stone, Cardwell & Dinkin, P.L.C. stood in the courtroom and spoke 
of the nearly 13-month-long journey to this life changing verdict. “his 
case is a great example of how the system works. It was a long wait, but 
he is happy the jury was so careful.”
    According to Cardwell, the Altschuler family has not yet made any 
decision to seek further legal recourse. Altschuler, a senior when he 
left the university shortly after his arrest last spring, is uncertain if he 
will attempt to re-enroll in order to complete his degree at Longwood 
University.
Signiicant info. still rare in search for AJ
B Y  T R A V I S  L Y L E S
N E W S  E D I T O R
he investigation to ind missing 
Longwood student Anjelica “AJ” 
Hadsell is currently in week three 
and police still don’t know much 
about her disappearance—if they 
do, any information regarding 
leads has yet to be released. 
AJ disappeared March 2 and 
hasn’t been seen since. According 
to a report by NBC News, AJ’s 
family believes she is in dire need 
of saving. 
“She was telling and texting 
her cousin and her friends she 
was having these issues with him 
and he wouldn’t leave her alone,” 
Wesley Hadsell, AJ’s father 
told NBC. “She was scared of a 
situation.”
In an interview aired on Case to 
Case, Mr. Hadsell explained that 
directly before AJ disappeared, 
she borrowed “a couple hundred 
dollars” from him. After a few 
days of searching, one of AJ’s 
friends found her credit card cut 
up.
According to Examiner, 
information has surfaced involving 
authorities inding one of AJ’s 
jackets in the possession of an 
“unidentiied person of interest.”      
A neighbor reportedly recently 
saw Anjelica driving quickly away 
from her home, being followed by 
a white car—the same car formerly 
spotted in AJ’s driveway.
he Hadsell family announced 
they would reward $3000 to 
anyone with knowledge or tips 
regarding AJ’s disappearance.
Norfolk Police told he Rotunda 
the investigation is still ongoing, 
and still haven’t declared ‘foul play’ 
to be a factor in AJ’s whereabouts.
he Hadsell family recently 
created a ‘gofundme’ page, which 
has raised over $5,000 through 
donations that will go directly to 
helping ind AJ.
AJ is described as 5’6” tall, weighs 
about 120 lbs—she has hazel eyes 
and dark brown wavy hair. If 
anyone has any information about 
AJ’s whereabouts, it is requested 
they share the information with 
Norfolk Police 1 (888) 562-5887.
#BringAJhome is the hashtag 
being used to create and 
curate awareness about AJ’s 
disappearance. he Facebook page 
‘Bring AJ Home’ now has over 
10,000 likes and communicates 
information and news about AJ to 
supporters.
As this story continues to unfold, 
stay with he Rotunda for updates 
on AJ’s possible location, and new 
information involving parts of the 
investigation.
Gus Altschuler leaves the courthouse with his atorney Claire Cardwell.
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   he Student Government Association’s 
meeting predominantly focused on the inal 
voting process for this coming year’s budget. 
        Vice Treasurer Justyn Hall began allocations 
for passing the motion for Alpha Phi Alpha to 
get a total of $300 for their Eastern Region 
Conference in March for convention costs. 
  Re-allocations to the Career Health 
Educators asked for $825 for a keynote speaker. 
    Alpha Kappa Alpha asked for $541.58 for 
their regional conference. 
   $2,991.11 was re-allocated to the Student 
Union Advisory Board for expense costs for 
their Washington, D.C. trip.
     he Student Diversity and Inclusion Council 
asked for $3,000.50 in re-allocation from their 
MLK speaker to aid funding for Walk a Mile 
in Her Shoes. 
  Relay for Life asked for re-allocations of 
funds for an event planned, costing $3,725. 
   Delta Sigma heta asked for $1,166.66 for 
their National Convention held July 23-29, 
2015. 
    $1,359.12 was re-allocated to the Longwood 
Ambassadors to cover conference funds, 
expenses for airfare and hotel lodgings. All 
motions passed.
  he Student Government Senate Board 
then revised the approval of their budget for 
Fall 2015. hen there was a discussion over 
background checks per person for members 
of Big Siblings, an organization that services 
communities around the surrounding Farmville 
and Longwood area. An unfriendly amendment 
was made to add background checks, however, 
the question of if SGA would fund the checks 
were called to question. Many senate members 
agreed with what is stated in the SGA bylaws, 
that they will not fund things for academic 
credit. Senator Chyanna Trowell said that 
SGA should come up with a way in which Big 
Siblings can have the money requested while 
not funding the total amount requested. he 
background checks would be for next Fall and 
Spring 2015-2016 academic year. Additionally, 
the number of people of the organization is 
unclear as of now.
    “As it stands right now, without contact with 
them, in my opinion, we cannot fund this right 
now,” stated Executive Senator, Joey Siverd. 
  Senator Constance Garner also made a 
suggestion, stating once there is “a solid number 
for next semester,” SGA will be able to better 
see needs in funding costs. Another senate 
member pointed out that other organizations 
on-campus have charge fees, something Big 
Siblings could also look into.
    Background checks were initially cut before 
being brought back to the Student Government. 
he unfriendly amendment called to add $3,456 
for the request. he motion failed, tabling the 
amendment discussion. “It comes down to the 
fact that we have a hard number for us to stick 
to,” said Treasurer Jessica Darst. 
   Moving into Special Orders of the Day, 
Sophomore Class President Connor Wheeler 
presented the ROW award to Darst this week 
for her hard work in review of SGA budgets. 
  here have been positive comments and 
feedback from students who like the food truck 
on-campus. 
   he Spirit Committee will table to raise 
awareness about the missing Longwood 
student, Anjelica “AJ” Hadsell.  
     Vice President, Dr. Tim Pierson, commented 
on the missing student. Hadsell “weighs really 
heavy on us,” stating that the family has put a 
$3,000 reward for anyone who has any leads or 
information on her disappearance. Pierson also 
mentioned that the Norfolk police have been 
in communication with Longwood on any 
possible leads. 
   SGA moved to a close. 
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Financial Column
B Y  J U S T I N  P A R K E R
C O N T R I B U T O R
     he past couple of weeks have been interesting, to say the least, in the inancial marketplace. Due to the U.S. economy having improved over 
the past year with more jobs being created and falling unemployment, the Federal Reserve is considering raising interest rates for the irst time since 
2006. he S&P and Dow Jones have been slowly falling, due to the uncertainty over the Fed’s decision on interest rates, but they have been climbing 
back up slowly, due to recent speculation that rates may stay as low as they have been. he Federal Reserve has been closely watched on what their 
upcoming rate decision will be over the next couple of days and in the coming weeks. heir decision to either raise rates or keep them the same will 
undoubtedly have a large role in the inancial marketplace, and this is deinitely something to keep an eye on. 
     Oil prices have been dropping rapidly, as everyone has seen at the gas stations and in other areas, and on Monday it dropped to a six year low 
in the U.S.. his will be something to keep an eye on in the coming months, as oil has been projected to drop even lower. However, everyone seems 
to believe it will eventually rise again. Keep an eye on this, as it will afect the overall economy and your wallet at the gas stations over the summer. 
    Stock picks for this week:
   Apple (Apple): It’s been hard to bet against apple lately, and they have been down recently after the initial announcement of their new watch. 
his has happened in the past with Apple, however, if the watch sells like some anticipate, its potential is high. 
   Tifany and Co. (TIF): Tifany and company has slid roughly 20 percent in the past couple of months due to lackluster sales. However, the 
outlook is good for this company. he stock seems to have bottomed out, and it has a one year target estimate of 103.77, $18 higher than what it’s 
trading at now. With a solid background like Tifany’s, now might be the time to get in. 
SGA holds off on budget funds for 
organization’s background checks 
Longwood University SGA members Savannah Barnet(let), Monte Harrison(Middle) and Constance 
Garner(Right) discuss proposed budgets for 2015-2016 year, on March 17.
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    he Civil War may have ended 150 years ago, but Longwood 
University isn’t letting go of it any time soon. 
   On March 13 through 15, the university held it’s sixteenth annual 
Civil War seminar, in conjunction with the Appomattox Court House 
National Historical Park, to instruct and inform visitors about the Civil 
War, its impact on the country and what it meant for the country’s 
citizens. 
    A large number of guest speakers, ranging from professors to 
historians to retired park personnel, arrived to lecture and spread their 
knowledge during this free event.
     Not many, if any, students went to the event, although some of the 
guest speakers feel that more should come to learn.
   “I think it’s important for students to know their country’s history,” 
author and retired National Park serviceman Ronald Wilson stated. 
“hey need to know more about the area they live in.”
     On Friday, the event started with an introduction of the guests by 
Longwood    University’s Dr. David Coles, a professor and chair holder 
of the Department of History.
     Before hand, author Tracy Chernault and ranger/historian Michael 
Gorman began discussing the histories of Petersburg and Richmond, 
respectively. he day ended with Longwood graduate and author/
historian Chris Calkins, discussing the campaign held at Appomattox.
     On Saturday, Dr. Coles again introduced the event, with Calkins 
returning to discuss the Battles of Sailor’s Creek on April 6, 1865. 
     Appomattox historian Patrick Schroeder spoke about the inal 
battles in the Appomattox area, before Wilson discussed Lee’s 
surrender at the courthouse. 
     Ater lunch, Elizabeth Varon expanded more on Lee’s surrender 
and what this meant for the legacy of Appomattox, followed by Mark 
Bradley talking about the closing operations in North Carolina. he 
day ended with a trip to and tour of the Sailor’s Creek State Historical 
Park.
     On Sunday, Dr. Coles introduced the day’s events, before Bert 
Dunkerly talked about rarely heard surrenders in America’s south, 
including Alabama and the Trans-Mississippi. 
     English professor Casey Clabough then discussed the descendants of 
Confederate soldiers who immigrated to Brazil. Clabough called these 
descendants the “Confederados.”
     Finally, the day ended with historian John Hennessy discussing the 
legacy and impact of the Civil War in America.
     For those who enjoy looking to the past and learning from its 
lessons, Longwood is ready to continue their seminars, with another 
one scheduled for next year.
    “We will keep this going next year, and as far as I know, every year in 
the future,” Schroeder said in closing.
Civil War Seminar: Stepping back to the past
“The Last Stand” coming to Farmville
B Y  S T E P H A N I E  M E N D O Z A
F E A T U R E S  E D I T O R
  he “Last Stand” is a reenactment of the American Civil War returning 
to Farmville for the irst time in 150 years. It commemorates the day in 
1865 when at least 100,000 people on both sides of the conlict converged 
the south central Virginian town. 
 It will be held on March 28 and 29, 2015, and will be hosted by a 
variety of organizations in the Farmville area including: he Heart of 
your Adventure, with the Farmville-Prince Edward Historical Society, 
Friends of the High Bridge State Park, Southside Electric Cooperative, 
and a host of living historians who are dedicated to presenting their 
authentic portrayals of the events that helped change the face of the 
American landscape.
  “hroughout the weekend, living historians will re-enact the Farmville 
movements of Confederate General Robert E. Lee and Union General 
Ulysses S. Grant,” said Prince Edward County Tourism Coordinator 
Magi Van Eps. “heir real-life counterparts strategized en route to 
Appomattox.” 
  here will be various events held throughout the entire weekend, such 
as live historians bringing back the events that were held on April 7, 
1865. Also included throughout the weekend will be interpreters at the 
13 sites, where stories will be told of the day the Civil War came to 
Farmville.
  “Live re-enactments depicting the events at the Confederate Cemetery 
north of downtown Farmville are also planned,” said Van Eps. “As well 
as graveside services and the visitations of women mourning their dead, 
will be portrayed as members of the Farmville Chapter of the United 
Daughters of the Confederacy, bring to life the aftermath of the battles 
of Sailor’s Creek and High Bridge.”
 Volunteer opportunities are going to be available throughout the 
weekend. “his has never been done here,” said Van Eps. 
 he volunteer opportunities will include interpreters, tour guides, 
parking lot ambassadors, informational booths and many more. Any one 
interested in getting involved, should visit the website (http://vols.pt/
LPx6S3).
 Van Eps continued to say, “We have no idea how many people to 
expect, but we anticipate up to 5,000 visitors here in Farmville over the 
weekend. We want to be ready to welcome them, and help them become 
acquainted with what we have to ofer.”
   For more information about the event, please visit the website 
www.theheartofyouradventure.com for speciic dates and events.
  he event itself is a great opportunity for the entire area to become 
involved in, and learn about the rich history located in Farmville.
  he Heart of Your Adventure is a collaboration of the Town of 
Farmville, he County of Prince Edward, the Farmville Area Chamber 
of Commerce, and Farmville Downtown Partnership. 
For more information on the group, as well as “Last Stand,” visit www.
farmvilleva.com or contact Prince Edward County Tourism Coordinator, 
Magi Van Eps, at 434-392-1482 or mvaneps@co.prince-edward.va.us. 
“Last Stand” members reenacing a segment of the American Civil 
War, that will  be taking place here in Farmville, Virginia.
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Playing for a cause
Phi Mu Delta video game tournament raises over $500 for St. Jude Children’s Hospital
B Y  P A Y T O N  C O N W A Y
F E A T U R E S  S T A F F
  On any other Saturday night, college students would just be playing 
video games in their dorms for no reason at all. But on Saturday over 
60 students signed up to play in a video game gauntlet and all for a 
good cause.
  he Student Union Ballroom was abuzz Saturday night as Phi Mu 
Delta put on a Super Smash Bros. and FIFA video game tournament 
in an efort to help raise money and awareness for St. Jude Children’s 
Hospital, the fraternity’s national philanthropy project.
  Participants of the tournament paid ive dollars to enter and play in 
either the Super Smash Bros., or FIFA video game gauntlet. 
  Forty-six players entered in the Super Smash Bros. tournament hoping 
to win the irst place prize of a $50 Wal-Mart gift card, while 20 others 
entered in the FIFA tournament to duke it out for a $25 gift card to Red 
Front.
  Students who came to cheer on their friends, or just to watch the 
gauntlet irst-hand, were also able to help raise funds, by buying rale 
tickets for gift certiicates and other donations from stores like Sweet 
Frog, Uptown Café, Main Street Lanes, Red Front and many other local 
establishments. 
   Participants and spectators greatly enjoyed video gaming the night 
away. “It was awesome,” junior Will Lambert exclaimed, after achieving 
his irst round victory.  Lambert ended the night in second place in the 
Super Smash Bros. tournament.  
    By the end of the night, Jack Wagstaf and Daniel Campos would 
be crowned champions of Super Smash Bros. and FIFA, respectively. 
For FIFA champion, Daniel Campos, he was just excited to get together 
with friends and spend a couple of hours playing FIFA. 
   “It was really more exciting to play than win. It’s always fun to do 
something this social and winning was just a bonus…It was a great idea 
for raising money. here should be more events like this,” said Campos. 
   Chad MacDonald, Phi Mu Delta’s Philanthropy Chairman, was in 
charge of the event.  He helped to 
get many of the local companies to 
donate and advertise the event.
  “he majority of the work is 
getting company sponsorships 
to get prizes to rale of and in 
turn they also help advertise the 
tournament,” said MacDonald.
  “It’s management and action 
at the same time. he way 
philanthropy runs is there’s not 
really a leader, it’s just we’re all 
working together here as one.” 
   Phi Mu Delta’s work certainly 
paid of, as they were able to raise 
$559.13 for St. Jude Children’s 
Hospital. 
 Yet, for MacDonald this 
fundraiser had a lot signiicance, 
as the Phi Mu Delta brother spoke 
on how cancer has touched his life. 
    “One of my best friends sufers 
from cancer and speciically we 
donated to the Cancer Research 
Program for Children and another 
one of my friends’ little sister has 
leukemia,” said MacDonald. 
   “I know two people who sufer 
from cancer and it runs in my 
family, so donating to this cause 
means a lot to me and it means a lot to all the brothers.”
    MacDonald continued, explaining the importance of putting on the 
tournament and what he hoped its impact would be, saying, “Honestly, 
I think [this was] more [about] awareness than money. I think money is 
material, awareness is an idea and it can be carried easier around.”
   he tournament was certainly a success and showed how just a video 
game tournament can help spread much needed awareness.
(Top and Botom) Students paricipate in Phi Mu Delta’s video game 
tournament. Batling it out on the big screen, players challenge one 
another in order to win various prizes, as well as raise money for Phi Mu 
Delta’s philanthropy, St. Jude Children’s Hospital, in various ways.
P H O T O S  B Y  O P I N I O N  E D I T O R  C A R L Y  S H A I A
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Creating Connections
B Y  A S H L Y N  K E M P
A S S T .  C O P Y  E D I T O R
  he Interdisciplinary hinking 
Conference took place this past 
Saturday, Mar. 14. he attendance 
was free and open to anyone 
who took an interest in thinking 
and teaching across a variety of 
disciplines. 
 he committee that put the 
conference together was made up 
of Liberal Studies students, banded 
together in a group called the Big 
hinkers. You could see them that 
day sporting their bright, fresh 
green shirts.
 Patricia Lust, a professor of Music 
here at Longwood University 
and the main presiding advisor 
of the Big hinkers club, gave 
the audience members a warm 
welcome and a sincere thank you 
for attending the conference that 
day.
  Since the conference happened to 
fall on Pi Day, audience members 
were given a brief presentation by 
two Math majors on the history 
of pi. Lust then directed everyone 
to give their full attention to the 
irst keynote speaker of the day, 
Barbara Young.
 Barbara Young is a science 
specialist from the Virginia 
Department of Education. She 
holds a strong background in 
Elementary Education, and more 
speciically, Elementary Science 
Education. 
 Her main focus was on 
interdisciplinary instruction, 
the title of her presentation 
being “You Want Me to Teach 
EVERYTHING?!” Which it 
perfectly into the main focus of the 
conference.
 “It’s how I taught,” said Young 
when asked about her take on 
interdisciplinary instruction or 
thinking in general. 
 Young strongly believes that 
classrooms and teachers of today 
are putting an emphasis on  testing, 
rather than lighting the excitement 
for learning. Her speech was an 
inspirational remembrance of what 
the real importance of education is.
 Following the irst keynote 
speaker, the conference attendees 
broke up into four diferent 
breakout sessions, each one 
focusing on a variety of topics. 
Since all four took place at the 
same time, conference goers had 
to chose the one that seemed most 
interesting to attend. 
  he breakout sessions lasted for 
an hour, and when those were over 
the conference broke for lunch. 
Committee members, visiting 
teachers and all the speakers ate 
together in the Grand Dining 
Hall. 
 After the lunch break, the 
conference attendees returned 
straight into a second round of 
breakout sessions, which led into 
the inal highlight of the day, 
the last keynote speaker, Linda 
Webber.
 Linda Webber is an adjunct 
professor of Education and Special 
Education here at Longwood 
University. 
 A graduate from Longwood 
College, Webber has extensive 
experience with interdisciplinary 
instruction and promoting 
classroom teaching. Focusing more 
speciically on science and social 
studies as integrating contexts. 
   When asked of her opinion on the 
matter she stated, matter-of-factly, 
“interdisciplinary [instruction] is 
the only way to go.” Once again 
repeating her trademark, “You 
don’t teach in isolation, you teach 
incorporation.”
 Overall, the conference was a 
success in the eyes of the committee 
members and the extremely 
talented keynote speakers that 
graced the conference with their 
presence. he committee plans this 
to be an annual event that all liberal 
studies students, or anyone with an 
interest in education, should look 
forward to attending.
   If you’re interested in joining the 
committee, please email at: sarah.
slayman@live.longwood.edu. 
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High School choral students learn and perform 
at Longwood University
B Y  E M I L Y  H A S W E L L
A S S T .  A & E  E D I T O R
    For many years, Longwood University has hosted events in which 
high school band students, from the surrounding areas, come in and get 
a crash course in musical performance on the collegiate level. his year, 
choir students from local high schools, got to get in on the action.
   Students were given their sheet music a few weeks in advance of 
the performance, but only had a two-day crash course in order to learn 
the complex songs. Cynthia Ruiz-Knuckles, a sixteen-year-old from 
Powhatan High School, spoke about the fast-paced experience.
   “Oh my goodness, well we were here all day Sunday and Monday, but 
then we practiced when we went home. We listened to the recordings of 
the songs before that, we probably put a good week into it. “
  he students in both the women’s and mixed ensembles had to learn 
complex pieces of music, some of which were even in Latin. Ruiz-
Knuckles said that, while it was a challenge, it was also a lot of fun. In 
fact when asked about her favorite songs to perform, Ruiz-Knuckles said 
some of her favorites were the more challenging pieces.
   “I really liked ‘Amen, Siakudumisa,’ but ‘Juntos’ was a lot of fun too. 
he director really got into it with us, and we got to know all the girls 
through singing it, it was great.”
  Dr. Pamela McDermott, Longwood University’s Director of Choral 
Activities, organized the event which involved almost 60 high school 
students. She said she couldn’t have done it without the help of many 
Longwood music students.
   “he great thing is, I got our Longwood students involved. We have 
one student, she is going into arts administration, so she handled a lot 
of the logistics on the Longwood side,” said McDermott. “We had 
Longwood music students sitting in on a lot of the rehearsals; they lead 
some of the rehearsals. So they got to work with not only the students, 
but the directors, so they got some training, they were really behind the 
scenes gurus. “
    he end result, of all that planning, practicing and hard work? A 
lovely performance, by some very talented young singers. he students 
performed a captivating mix of challenging pieces and stirring ballads, 
such as “Seal Lullaby,” by Eric Whitacre, and “Ritmo,” by Dan Davison.
     A great opportunity for choral students that produces an afternoon of 
entertainment for Longwood students and faculty, hopefully a tradition 
has begun.
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Packed auditorium receives excellent performance by Choirs
B Y  M E G H A N  W E S T 
A & E  E D I T O R
  Jarman Auditorium was nearly illed on Sunday evening, as the 
Longwood University Department of Choral Activities hosted their 
“Together We Sing” concert, featuring all of the on-campus choirs. 
Kicking of the evening were three student led groups; Pitch Perfect, 
Sigma Alpha Iota, and Lady Joan’s. Pitch Perfect performed “I See 
Fire,” featuring freshman soloist Meredith Puryear, and a Britney Spears 
Medley including fan favorites “Toxic” and “Hit Me Baby One More 
Time.”  
   he members of Sigma Alpha Iota continued the evening with their 
performance of “Inspiration Boogie,” under the direction of sophomore 
Leah Parr. his piece was one from the group’s songbook and was very 
upbeat as the performers snapped along to the beat. Wrapping up the 
student led groups was the newest acapella group on campus, Lady 
Joan’s. his group performed “he Hanging Tree” and “Bottom of the 
River,” which featured soloist Katie Baldacci.
    Next Dr. Pam McDermott gave a few opening remarks on how each 
group was made up of music majors as well as non-music majors, and 
informed the audience of the senior performances that would be occur 
in between groups. he irst of the senior performances featured Taylor 
Quesenberry, playing clarinet and accompanied by pianist Carole Harper. 
Quesenberry performed movements one and ive of “Suite in the Old 
Style,” providing the crowd with a preview of the other three movements 
she will perform at her senior recital. his piece was continually lowing 
and the repetition of parts by the piano really added to the piece.
   Following Quesenberry was the University Men’s Ensemble, made 
up of seven talented, young men, who performed without the direction 
of McDermott, as she had to play the accompaniment. heir irst 
selection, “Kyrie Eleison,” was a sad, somber piece, which was relected 
in the performers tone and facial expressions, while singing. his piece 
transitioned into a more upbeat piece as the group sang “On the Deep 
Blue Sea” and included hand motions to illustrate the lyrics which drew 
laughs from the audience.
    Next up on the program was the University Women’s Ensemble, under 
the direction of Fran Coleman. Coleman made a few remarks before the 
group began, by stating, “his irst piece is by my favorite composer” and 
continued to read a brief translation. he irst selection entitled “Dirait-
on,” which was a French folk song with a wonderful, yet quiet melody. 
heir second piece, as Coleman worded it, was a “typical hoedown,” 
entitled “Ching-a-Ring Chaw,” which is often a favorite among choirs. 
It was a very upbeat and lively piece and included the diferent voice parts 
mixing together and singing diferent lyrics.
      he second senior featured was Taylor Liptak, who played a piece from 
the Baroque Era, entitled “Sonata K. 531 in E Major.” Liptak amazed 
the audience as she played the entire piece from memory, indicating that 
she had spent a lot of time practicing and perfecting the piece. his was 
one of the many pieces that Liptak will perform later in the semester at 
her recital.
     he evening would feature performances from the Chamber Singers 
and the Camerata Singers, both audition groups open to all majors. 
he Chamber Singers is an all girls group, and under the direction of 
McDermott, they performed three selections. he selections included 
“Ave Maria,” a somber piece with a sad tone and contrasting parts, “As 
Costureiras,” an upbeat piece sung in Portuguese, and “Sing Me to 
Heaven,” with a very uplifting message in the lyrics.
     he last of the senior performances featured Kathryn Perry singing, 
“Viens, mon bien-aime!” which in English means “Come My Sweet 
Love.” his selection was a French piece indicating the coming of spring 
with the happy tone and uplifting accompaniment. Following Perry, 
the Camerata Singers took the stage to sing their three compositions: 
“Sanctus from Requiem,” “Do Not Stand at My Grave and Weep” and 
“Shenandoah.” he last two pieces were performed acapella, and the 
intensity of the group was clearly exhibited through all three pieces.
     As the evening came to a close, McDermott stated a few inal remarks 
before combining the choirs commenting, “I have to have some fun with 
all of my classes,” and that was clearly true with their selection “he 
Wind hat Shakes the Barley.” Featuring all of the evening’s choirs as 
well as a guitar and drum part, this piece really summed up the intensity 
and emotion of the evening as the choirs “rocked the house.” Of course 
the concert would not have been complete without the singing of the 
Longwood Alma Mater, by everyone in the auditorium.
   he Longwood University Choirs put on a wonderful performance; if 
you weren’t there you truly missed out. If there is one thing you should 
do before you graduate, it’s to see the hard work and talent of all of these 
groups at one of their concerts.
   
B Y  R Y A N  Q U I G L E Y
A & E  S T A F F
  Noel Gallagher is an artist that 
doesn’t get nearly the amount of 
appreciation he deserves, at least 
not in America. If you have never 
heard of Noel Gallagher, he is one 
of the prominent members of the 
band Oasis. If you have never heard 
of Oasis, then you are probably an 
alien and are reading this review 
for some reason.
 Oasis was one of the biggest 
bands of the 90s. Formed by Noel 
Gallagher and his younger brother 
Liam, Oasis was one of the leaders 
that commenced the surge of 
Britpop in the 90s that saw other 
bands like Blur and he Verve gain 
international claim as the new 
millennium approached.
  Oasis was responsible for hits such 
as “Live Forever,” “Champagne 
Supernova” and, most importantly, 
“Wonderwall.” However, after the 
split of the band in 2009, Noel 
Gallagher started Noel Gallagher’s 
High Flying Birds while Liam 
formed a project of his own called 
Beady Eye. Since Noel Gallagher’s 
High Flying Birds began, the 
project’s self-titled debut gained 
critical acclaim with hits such as “If 
I Had a Gun…” and “Everybody’s 
on the Run.” Now, Noel Gallagher 
has whipped up another album 
called “Chasing Yesterday” that 
sees Gallagher further evolve his 
product.
    “Chasing Yesterday” begins with 
“Riverman,” which sounds like it 
should be the opening song for a 
new CSI series. he only problem 
is that Noel Gallagher is not he 
Who, so that won’t be possible. 
he bluesy “Riverman” is rock & 
roll through and through. hings 
even get a little interesting towards 
the song’s core when horns blare in 
the distance and a saxophone solo 
steals the show for a brief moment.
  Following “Riverman,” is the 
album’s irst single, “In the Heat 
of the Moment.” No, this is not 
a cover of “Heat of the Moment” 
by Asia, although that would be 
rather interesting. Noel’s “In the 
Heat of the Moment” actually has 
a bit of a dance feel to it, something 
that Gallagher touched a bit on 
with “AKA… What a Life!” from 
the High Flying Birds debut, and 
he actually makes it work fairly 
well with a catchy “NA NA NA 
NA NA” hook that will leave you 
humming it for a good while.
  Later, comes “he Dying of 
the Light,” which is an absolutely 
heart-wrenching, yet beautiful 
track. “he Dying of the Light” is 
actually an unreleased song from 
the High Flying Birds debut, but 
it’s cold, delicate sound contrasts 
the rest of “Chasing Yesterday” so 
well as Gallagher sings, “Woke up 
sleeping on a train that was bound 
for no-where. he echoes that I 
could hear were all my own” over 
the somber piano chords.
  “Chasing Yesterday” has a lot of 
great tunes. “Lock All the Doors” 
is an exciting driving-down-the-
highway track and “he Mexican” 
has a cool, movie trailer feel to it, 
but there are also a few not-so-
great tracks. “You Know We Can’t 
Go Back” sounds like a recycled 
track from he Killers and 
“Ballad of the Mighty I” is a way 
overproduced dance tune, but not 
every song can be a winner unless 
we’re talking about Nirvana’s 
“Nevermind,” which is a totally 
unfair comparison.
  “Chasing Yesterday” is one of the 
more versatile albums I’ve heard 
in a while. here’s rock & roll, 
there’s blues, there’s pop rock and 
there’s even some dance elements 
involved. As good as the irst 
High Flying Birds album was, it 
would be hard to compare the two, 
but it’s actually much closer than 
anticipated. “Chasing Yesterday” is 
a very good album. hough there 
are just a couple of weak spots, 
there are a ton of strong spots as 
well. Again, if you don’t know 
who Noel Gallagher is, you need 
to change that.
 My rating:    8/10
Noel Gallagher lies high with “Chasing Yesterday”
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props and drops
Props to:
- Star shaped “Coco Puffs” in D-Hall
- Out of The Darkness Walk
- New food truck
- Pi Day
Drops to:
- All your friends being on Spring Break 
right now
- Virginia weather
- Last minute decisions
- Slow justice
Dear Easy Classes,
B Y  C A R L Y  S H A I A
O P I N I O N  E D I T O R
Dear “Easy Classes,”
You’re just a well thought out 
myth. All you are is a dream 
created by seniors and easy-
streeters looking for a quick GPA 
boost. Easy classes are fantasies 
for people who want a slower, no 
work class that doesn’t exist.
Some people believe that an 
art class is the solution. Take 
Ceramics they said, it’ll be easy 
they said. What they don’t know 
is any art is just as much work 
as your senior thesis. here’s a 
reason why all the art students 
have cainated blood during their 
Assessment Week. Whether it is 
stained glass, printmaking or life 
drawing, any art class requires a 
commitment. Many classes also 
require a course fee for materials. 
hose fees are often overlooked, 
especially if there are additional 
costs for materials one desires for 
a project. Spending more money 
than tuition deinitely makes you 
sound appealing, Easy Classes. 
One will have projects just about 
each week; they’ll challenge your 
patience, time management and 
all of the stereotypical-thoughts 
they had previously, of making art.
Take a Music class they said, 
it’s where one just sits there and 
listens to music, they said. History 
of Rock, Music Appreciation and 
other classes ofered, isn’t the way 
to go, if one is searching for a 
simple class. Just because a class 
is based like a lecture hall class, 
doesn’t mean it doesn’t come with 
out-of-class time commitments. 
  Oh, Easy Classes, students keep 
searching for you and there’s no 
way to tell someone you don’t exist. 
Whether a class is easy, or not, is 
entirely up to the individual. If one 
can put time into other classes, 
then put the time into those “easy 
classes.”
What about a theory class? 
It’s just random readings, the 
occasional quiz and a inal exam 
right? Easy Classes can take 
one’s perception and immediately 
turn that world upside down. 
Whether it’s a Political Science 
class, or Anthropology, people 
seem to think that you’re hanging 
around because it’s theories, Easy 
Classes. Just try to give them that 
perception after twelve discussion 
posts and a four to seven page 
paper each week. 
Teachers will agree that their 
class isn’t you, Easy Classes. 
People can’t expect someone 
who got their doctoral degree 
to remotely desire to make their 
class an “easy one.” heir subject 
matter is important to them, as 
it should be important to their 
students. All teachers do their best 
to make their material interesting, 
or interactive; however, for those 
souls who think a professor’s class 
is you, then they’ll let that student 
know they are sorely mistaken.
As opposed to always searching 
for you, Easy Classes, take a 
diferent approach instead. Don’t 
be afraid to go outside of one’s 
major. Just because a friend says 
their class is easy, doesn’t mean 
it won’t require as much time 
commitment as other classes. 
Instead of searching for the 
mythical Easy Classes, pick a 
class that is of genuine interest. 
It might just be one of the best 
decisions made. Longwood ofers 
many amazing classes of multiple 
interests, but when it comes to 
searching for you, Easy Classes, 
it’s best to search elsewhere.
 Hugs and kisses,
Longwood Students and Faculty
Winning Poetry Entry
B Y  D A R N E L L  R .  R O Y S T E R
P O E T R Y  C O N T E S T  W I N N E R
My poem, “Diversity, A 
Universal Law” seeks to deine 
diversity. hrough analyzing 
diferences composed through the 
machinations of the universe we 
learn that diversity is truly a beauty 
to behold.
-A.D.R.R.
Diversity, A Universal Law
Each atom
wanted being-
to be apart of
something larger.
Expansive.
An each atom
dreamed a very diferent dream
of becoming something
in all shapes and sizes.
Some of them breathe,
others do not know existence,
but there is still-
Form.
We that know ourselves
as a composition
of many diferent factors-
know so little of ourselves...
We know of emotions like:
love, hate, glee, embarrassment, 
etc.,
but our atoms know them
and feel them too.
Come to this understanding-
we praise people for knowing 
love of each other-
no matter whom.
We disapprove of those who 
close their mind 
to the possibility of change.
Do not compromise-
(if we compromise we lose
understanding and possibility
and future.)
Do not compromise-
Who would have thought 
that in the billions
of possibilities of the universe
that the outcome would
be each individual soul.
Each soul with it’s own
likes, dislikes, 
capacity for love,
struggles in life,
the relationships they form-
Not one is the same.
Not a single soul-
Not one life is the same.
Exhale.
Find solace in this universal  
 knowledge and law.
Love the universe for its 
 capacity to give us each  
 our own,
individual life-
to which we give meaning.
Love “us” for out of 
the millions of possibilities it is,
You,
You,
You,
Her,
Him,
You friend’s mom, etc., and so 
on.
Don’t try to understand
on a singular scale,
and don’t compromise,
don’t try and mix us together
and make us all the same,
but breathe in 
the capacity of the universe.
If the largest body
loves us for our
capacity of diferences,
why can’t we know
just how special it is
to know we are all diferent
and then-
share the same love of it. 
his is Diversity on a
universal scale-
something we all should adhere  
 to.
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B Y  S T E P H A N I E  M E N D O Z A
F E A T U R E S  E D I T O R
Lambda Pi Eta, the Communication Studies 
Honor Society hosted in the years to come: he 
Out of Darkness Walk, a Walk that Saves Lives; 
suicide claims at least 41,149 lives every year 
according to the Out of Darkness Walk website.
 In the U.S.A. alone, a suicide happens every 
12.8 minutes; every minute of every day, a 
suicide attempt is made which makes the grand 
total of one million suicide attempts annually.
On Saturday March 14, 2015 the participants 
showed up in droves. here were 91 registered 
walkers that together raised a total of $1,836 
for the American Foundation for Suicide 
Prevention (AFSP).
here were two event leaders for the walk, 
Mason Ramsey and Anne Wilson. Ramsey, 
a huge advocate of suicide prevention and 
awareness, lost his brother Jackson Ramsey who 
was 16 years old at the time of taking his own 
life. 
“I have had three people in my immediate 
family who have taken their life; it is a very 
important subject to me,” Ramsey said. “he 
Longwood University campus has been 
impacted the past couple of years.”
Shirley Ramsey, Mason’s mother, is also 
completely involved with the walk. Mrs. 
Ramsey is the co-chair of the Out of the 
Darkness Walk in Richmond and helps 
facilitate the Survivors of Suicide Loss in 
Richmond. 
Mrs. Ramsey spoke in front of the walk 
participants about how she had lost ive family 
members all to suicide. Not a single person 
stood unmoved after she inished speaking. 
Many volunteers came forward and spoke about 
their experiences with suicide, some for the irst 
time. Many had portrayed their losses and some 
had explained their attempts, regardless of the 
circumstances this discussion brought awareness 
to a cause with a greater purpose. 
he Out of the Darkness Walk is something I 
will never forget for the rest of my life. Like the 
Ramsey family I plan to do more in the future. 
If I can help just one person or be there for 
someone it will always be worth it. I am a part 
of Lambda Pi Eta and in my life, I too have 
been impacted by suicide.
Out of the Darkness Walk
Students paricipaing in the  Out of Darkness Walk pose by the banner. P H O T O  B Y  N I C O L E  S E L B Y
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Longwood overcomes early two run deicit to beat Norfolk State for a second time
B Y  H A L L E  P A R K E R
A S S T .  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
@_HA L PA R K E R
Longwood (7-11, 0-3) overtook 
Norfolk State’s (4-8, 1-2) early 
2-0 lead by the third inning after 
scoring ive runs in the next two, 
giving them the momentum 
needed to win their irst home 
game, 13-7, on Tuesday.
“We stayed with our game plan. 
Ofensively we had an outstanding 
game tonight—the ofense really 
led us. We struggled a little bit 
in the middle innings out of the 
bull pen, but we stuck with our 
approach and continued to put 
runs on and never take our foot of 
the gas,” said Head Coach Ryan 
Mau.
he fourth inning saw the Lancers 
tie the game after a combination of 
multiple walks, a wild pitch and a 
throwing error sent junior center 
ielder Colton Konvicka and junior 
outielder Kyri Washington home. 
“I thought we really battled back 
in early, in the fourth inning we 
really came alive,” said sophomore 
catcher Mac McCaferty. “We 
got guys on, that’s really what the 
coach has been coaching to us, get 
guys on, get them over, and get 
them in.”
Following another scoreless 
batting round for Norfolk, a hit 
from McCaferty to right ield 
allowed sophomore inielder 
Brandon Harvell to cross the plate; 
McCaferty followed soon after, 
scoring after Konvicka hit a single 
and a ielding error went against 
Norfolk State. A third run came 
from Konvicka after senior utility 
Travis Biddix singled, putting 
Longwood ahead 5-2.
A home run smashed by Norfolk 
State’s sophomore irst baseman 
Robert Depp broke the teams dry 
spell, closing Longwood’s lead to 
one, was shortly overshadowed by 
a seven run sixth inning for the 
Lancers.
Konvicka led the team in runs, 
scoring three after four at-bats; 
McCaferty and Washington 
trailed him with two runs and 
three at-bats each.
“(Colton Konvicka’s) a table-
setter for us, he’s relentless on the 
bases and he really causes tons 
of pressure for the defense and 
was able to score multiple times 
for us today,” said Mau. “Mac 
(McCaferty) did a great job behind 
the plate as always, came up with 
a couple key hits, dropped in two, 
(and) scored a couple runs for us in 
some big innings.”
Norfolk State freshman outielder 
Syeed Mahdi scored on both of his 
at-bats, leading his team in runs.
Longwood freshmen pitchers 
Michael Catlin and Zach Potojecki 
combined for seven strikeouts 
across ive innings; Catlin allowed 
zero hits to Potojecki’s two and a 
run.
his matchup followed a streak of 
17 away games for the Lancers, the 
most recent taking place against 
Campbell University this past 
weekend where the Lancers faced 
three back-to-back losses.
his was the second time 
Longwood has faced Norfolk State, 
the irst-time also ended in a win 
for the Lancers, 9-2.
“Time to get back on the bus, this 
is the irst time we’ve had back-to-
back mid-weekers so we’ll see what 
we have in store for tomorrow,” 
said Mau.
Longwood will travel to 
Greensboro, North Carolina to face 
North Carolina A&T (2-12, 0-5) 
tonight at 6 p.m. EST. Followed 
by a three-game series against 
Charleston Southern (10-8, 2-1) at 
home this weekend from Mar. 20 
to Mar. 22.
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Midweek win precedes tough weekend
Lancers drop two Big South matches after home win
Longwood follows a non-conference home win of 5-2 against St. Joe’s with two Big South losses on the road, each ending in shutouts (CSU- 6-0, CCU- 7-0).
P H O T O S  B Y  S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R  L A U R A  C L A R K E
B Y  B L A K E  C O L E
C O N T R I B U T O R
he weather inally seemed to co-
operate as Longwood posted their 
irst home match at the Lancer 
courts since Feb. 2. he Lanc-
ers dropped two matches against 
Big South Conference opponents 
Winthrop and UNC-Asheville, 
falling to 5-7 overall, 1-3 in the Big 
South. 
As they returned to the friendly 
conines of the Lancer courts, an 
A-10 opponent, the Saint Joseph’s 
University Hawks from Philadel-
phia, met them there. he Hawks 
came in of of an impressive win 
over Saint Francis, 6-1.
In the doubles matches, Long-
wood was led by sophomore Anna 
Pelak and redshirt senior Nicole 
Parker, who won in a tiebreaker 
as the set had been deadlocked at 
seven (8-7). 
he No. 3 doubles team of junior 
Maria Coronel and sophomore 
Mason homas also won (8-5). 
hese wins clinched the doubles 
point for Longwood as they found 
the advantage, 1-0. 
Singles didn’t change much as the 
Lancers took four out of the six 
singles matches.
Coronel and homas responded 
with wins of their own. Pelak 
again was a catalyst for the win-
ning tide that shited the match. 
Pelak dropped the irst set, 6-7, 
but responded with two sets of 
her own (6-2,6-3). Her match 
was against the undefeated No. 2 
seed for St. Joe’s, Claire Minnoe, 
and the clinching point the Lanc-
ers needed; as they now sit at 4-1 
on the year while outdoors this 
season. 
Head Coach Bruce Myers told 
Longwood’s oicial Athletics web-
site ater the win, “It was great to 
have Anna (Pelak) win the decid-
ing match today. I am proud that 
she has really battled the last few 
matches, and beating a girl who 
was undefeated this year is just 
incredible.”
he Lancers had little time to bask 
in a tough fought win as they trav-
eled down to Charleston Southern 
University (CSU) in Charleston, 
South Carolina. he Lancers ran 
into the rolling Buccaneers who 
came into the match on a six-
match win streak. 
Already slowed by a rain delay, the 
Lancers got a taste of what CSU 
has done to their past six oppo-
nents as senior Malin Allgurin was 
beaten by her CSU counterpart 
6-0, 6-0. It was much of the same 
as CSU rolled through the singles 
lineup handing homas her ith 
overall loss in singles this season. 
he Lancers continued a busy 
week as they traveled up the coast 
to battle Coastal Carolina Uni-
versity (CCU) in Conway, South 
Carolina. Longwood saw the same 
fate as they faced another red-hot 
team from the Palmetto State los-
ing 7-0. he Chanticleers were on 
ire as this was their third win in 
conference, putting them atop the 
standings with CSU.
“Playing the top two teams in 
the conference this week really 
showed how far we have to go to 
be competitive in the Big South,” 
Myers told Longwood’s oicial 
Athletics website.  
his loss inishes of an up and 
down week for the Lancers as they 
look to rebound with a match 
against in state rival--and fel-
low Big South member--Radford 
University.
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Lancers and Chanticleers 
trade blowout wins
After Coastal Carolina forced the NCAA slaughter rule in game one, Longwood responded with one of their own
B Y  N I C K  C O N I G L I A R O
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
@N I C KCON I G L I A RO
In the battle of Big South 
titans, the pre-season’s projected 
No. 1 and 2 seeds faced of in 
Farmville, Virginia for Tuesday’s 
doubleheader. 
In the irst game, Longwood 
(projected No. 2) seemed as if the 
pre-season excitement was nothing 
more than excitement as they 
fell 11-2, enforcing the NCAA 
slaughter rule (one team is ahead 
by at least eight runs after ive 
innings). 
hen, in the second game, 
it was a total lip, as Coastal 
Carolina University (projected 
No. 1) couldn’t get their defense or 
ofense, minus a high-scoring third 
inning, dropped that one 13-5.
In the irst game of the 
doubleheader, Longwood’s 
sophomore pitcher Elizabeth 
McCarthy had trouble getting 
outs and locating her pitches. She 
threw over 100 in three innings, 
allowing 11 hits, nine earned runs, 
two walks and struck out two. 
On the other side of the diamond, 
Coastal Carolina’s two-time Big 
South Pitcher of the Year senior 
Kiana Quolas pitched lights out 
versus the Lancers, allowing just 
ive hits, two earned runs, two 
walks and she struck out three.
he only Lancer to score in this 
one was junior shortstop Emily 
Murphy who went 3-for-3 with 
two solo shots to left ield and a 
single.
he Chanticleers were able to 
gain an ofensive push from every 
player that stepped up to the plate, 
but one. 
he Chanticleers recorded at least 
one run in four of the ive innings, 
but the diference maker was an 
explosion of ofense in the third 
inning; they scored six runs on 
seven hits. 
he two loudest came from junior 
irst baseman Kelsey Dominik, 
who hit a two run shot to dead 
center that landed in the middle of 
Main St., and senior shortstop Sara 
Rasley, who followed Dominik’s 
blast with one of her own, as the 
pair went back-to-back.
his gave Coastal a 9-1 lead 
heading into the fourth, paving 
the way for Quolas’ seventh win 
and McCarthy’s sixth loss.
Game two started diferently for 
both teams as the Chanticleers 
were held scoreless in the top half 
of the irst, while the Lancers 
scored six runs to start the game 
with a 6-0 lead,rather than the 2-1 
hole in game one.
he ofense didn’t slow down for 
the Lancers as they scored at least 
one run in all four innings they 
batted in. his caused the NCAA 
slaughter rule to go into efect. 
hey did not bat in the bottom of 
the ifth. 
he ofense was led by senior 
catcher Megan Baltzell—broke 
Longwood’s career home run 
record over the weekend (56)—
who hit a grand slam in the bottom 
of the fourth, this was her only hit 
of the game. 
Defensively, Longwood’s senior 
pitcher Libby Morris went ive 
innings, allowing ive earned runs 
on seven hits, one walk and struck 
out six for her second win of the 
season (53 career, eight wins from 
being fourth all-time in Longwood 
history). 
Coastal’s junior pitcher 
Mackenzie Conrad pitched the four 
innings after replacing Dominik 
in the irst (didn’t record an out 
and allowed ive earned runs) for 
the team as she allowed eight runs 
(seven earned) on seven hits, ive 
walks and struck out one. Conrad 
was credited with the Chanticleers 
loss, her second of the season.
he rubber game is set for today 
at 3 p.m. EST at the Lancer Field. 
According to weather.com, it is set 
to be sunny with no cloud coverage 
and winds up to 4 MPH.
@LWRotundaSports
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Big innings were the diference 
makers in both of Tuesday’s 
doubleheader games. In game one 
a six run third inning, led by two 
back-to-back home runs, in favor 
of the Coastal Carolina Chanicleers 
gave the team an 11-2 victory. 
While a ive run fourth inning, 
including a grand slam from senior 
catcher Megan Baltzell, shot the 
Longwood Lancers to a 13-5 win in 
game two.
